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Abstract. Standardisation gives us a common understanding or processes to do something 
in a commonly accepted way. In information security management, it means to achieve the 
appropriate security level in the context of known and unknown risks. Each government’s goal 
should be to provide digital services to its citizens with the acceptable level of confidentiality, in-
tegrity and availability. This study elicits the EU countries’ requirements for information security 
management system (ISMS) standards and provides the standards’ comparison requirements. 
The Estonian case is an example to illustrate the method when choosing or developing the 
appropriate ISMS standard to public sector organisations.
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Introduction

Standardisation aims to optimise the process management, compare defined objects with each 
other, enable integration and interoperability of systems, cost optimisation and preparedness 
to adapt to new situations [1]. There are standards designed for information security man-
agement systems (ISMS) as well (few examples are [20, 21, 22]). In private organisation the 
management decides which ISMS standard to follow based on organisation requirements. At 
the national level the stakeholders’ objectives and the national characteristics (e.g. unique 
technologies such as the X-tee [2] or electronic identity solutions [3]), and cultural and linguis-
tic peculiarities should be considered independently of each organisation requirements. There 
is also a need for the standard long-term central maintenance and reduction of administrative 
costs, or compliance with the regulations (e.g. EU GDPR [5]). At the national level the ISMS 
standard must ensure a comprehensive national defence and systems interoperability carried 
out by each organisation. EU regulation (NIS Directive [6]) defines t he c ross-union incident 
management and information sharing rules, but it does not provide the information security 
management framework for public sector organisations.

There is no standardised method or requirements on how to compare and show different 
approaches of the ISMS standards for public sector organisations at the national level. This 
method should consider the standards substantive comparison, the national security strategic 
objectives, and external interested parties’ requirements or abilities. On the national strategic 
level this method can support decision makers, and also security specialists to find relevant
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arguments when choosing or planning to create an ISMS standard. This study aims to inves-
tigate what are the requirements to develop information security management standards for
public sector organisations at the national level.

The paper is motivated by the development of the national ISMS standard for the Estonian
public sector organisations. In this study we identify and structure the requirements for na-
tional ISMS using 12 EU national cybersecurity strategies. Then we share the example of how
Estonian ISMS requirements can be structured using our study approach. Using the elicited re-
quirements we compare three ISMS standards and illustrate how the assessment of the ISMS
standards with the elicited requirements can be done based on the Estonian case. Our experi-
ence shows that the comparison of the elicited and sorted requirements and ISMS standards is
a possible way that can be followed by the other countries that are looking for ISMS standards
or framework for public sector organisations.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 1 gives an overview of the Estonian case and
related work. Sect. 2 describes the research method. Sect. 3.1 guides the ISMS standards
requirements elicitation and structuring and Sect. 3.2 illustrates the use of requirements in
comparison of standards and presents the results with the Estonian case. Finally, Sect. 4
concludes the paper with the results and limitations.

1 Background

1.1 Case Description

Estonia is an EU country with 1.33 million inhabitants. Estonia is known for its digital society
imago and with the successful response to the first large-scale cyberattack against the entire
state [15]. Estonian citizens, e-residents and organisations can use or provide more than 2860
digital services via eGovernment supported Data Exchange Layer X-tee (Estonian instance of
the X-Road). More than 150 million requests per month are made via X-tee [16]. Majority of
the transactions are made between public sector organisations. This context requires a clear
understanding and mutual recognition of information security from the data exchange partners
and data processors. The Estonian first version of information security management baseline
standard called ISKE was developed and published in 2004 [27]. Now Estonia is developing its
new national ISMS standard. In this paper we use Estonian case to illustrate how the elicited
requirements for national ISMS can be used.

1.2 Related Works

We investigated the studies dealing with requirements to the ISMS standards and standards
comparison.
European Union Agency for Cybersecurity (ENISA) certification standards review report [12]
is indispensable to understand the origin and functioning of standardisation organisations.
The report is focused on certification, and provides assessment guidance on the certification
schemes, but it does not provide direct input to the comparison of standards.

EU SPARTA project includes the overview of the security-related certification initiatives and
the related standards at the national and international level, as one of it’s deliverable [10]. It’s
aim is to inform project partners about available standards that the project partners can consider
certifying their project deliverable against. The report does not follow any exact requirement or
comparison requirement.

Pertinent collection of security standards are systematised by standardisation bodies au-
thority, jurisdiction, applicability, document type and standards examples in [8]. This overview
did not describe the requirements to follow or which characteristics of the standards to compare.

Overviews and summaries of standards can be found from security blogs or websites of the
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consulting companies. A similar descriptive approach can be found in [9]. The paper covers
ISO security-related standards and mentions the Information Security Forum (ISF) Standard of
Good Practice for Information Security, COBIT (ISACA framework) and BSI IT-Grundschutz (IT
baseline protection). This work only describes the standards, not focusing on the requirements
or comparison.

A systematic approach to the content analysis of the standards can be found in [7], where
the authors have created the conceptual model for security standards and provide the template
for the standards content comparison. Their approach can help organisations, but do not help
at the national strategic level.

By standards web-sites, the content comparison is provided for standards compliance con-
firmation. Usually, there are tables where each row represents similar control of comparable
standards [24, 28]. These comparisons provide the sentence-by-sentence compliance confir-
mation on standard contents, but do not deal with other properties of the standard.

Finnish report [11] compares the cybersecurity situation of eight countries on the state level.
The report provides a comparison of economical, educational, legal and social aspects of cyber-
security, and names the approaches of these eight countries. The report helped us to consider
the relevant areas of the countries cybersecurity strategies.

The Estonian case can be illustrated with studies conducted in 1998 and 2003, which anal-
ysed the national security needs and security specialists ability to manage ISMS standards.
The studies concluded, that Estonia needs baseline security with granular security measures
catalog. [4] The same statements apply in today’s Estonia [19]. ENISA report [13] compares
28 EU state cybersecurity strategies and has identified that one common strategic objective is
to establish baseline security measures to harmonize the security practices in the public and
private sector. Report did not create requirements for that.

Related works showed several approaches on how to compare the security standards and
gave some overview of the standards. The related works did not give any suggestions or
requirements on how to choose ISMS standards for public sector organisations on the national
strategic level. Also, we revealed that national cybersecurity strategies could be an appropriate
source of requirements elicitation for ISMS standards.

2 Research Approach

The research demonstrates the requirements elicitation when developing the ISMS standard,
illustrated using the Estonian case presented in Sect.1.1. The paper’s goal is to answer the
question RQ: what are the requirements to develop information security management stan-
dards for public sector organisations on the national level? The research question can be
divided into two subquestions: RQ1: how to find and what are the countries requirements to
the ISMS standard? RQ2: how to use these requirements when developing the national ISMS
standard?

Our research process is case-oriented and is illustrated in Fig. 1. We conducted two parallel
processes. Firstly, theoretical approach is used to elicit requirements for ISMS standard (activity
1.1) at the national level. It is based on the National Cybersecurity Index (NCSI) [14] database
(input 1.1.a) to answer RQ1. The structured result of ISMS standard requirements (artefact
1.1.b) were used to elicit the Estonian ISMS standard requirements (activity 2.1 and artifact
2.1.a). Secondly, activity 1.2 uses the output of 1.1.b to compare ISMS standards to answer
the RQ2. Activity 2.2 illustrates the ISMS standards’ comparison (1.2.a) in the case process
and results in 2.2.a.
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Figure 1. Study approach

3 Elaboration of ISMS Standards Requirements

3.1 Requirements Elicitation

NIS Directive [6] requires the EU member states to create and maintain national cybersecurity
strategy and its implementation plan. National cybersecurity strategy is the fundamental source
document for acceptable requirements of ISMS standards of the country among other strategic
objectives.

For the security standard requirements elicitation we used the NCSI [14] database devel-
oped by the eGovernance Academy. eGovernance Academy collects links with publicly avail-
able evidence material of each country’s cybersecurity documents [14]. We wrote out the ISMS
standard’s required properties of NCSI TOP 12 EU country’s cybersecurity strategy and imple-
mentation plan. Then we collected similar requirements under one requirement. We gener-
alised the elicited requirements to cover different countries’ needs simultaneously. The require-
ments pass on the nature of the requirement, not the exact initial wording. Each requirement
received the characteristic keywords. Finally, we got 15 requirements. We grouped the elicited
requirements into three modules (see Table 1):

• National security module determines the national security aspects like compliance with
jurisdiction regulations and the national authority right to make or influence to make
changes into the content of the standard. This module allows assessing the possible
future cost related to adoption and maintaining the ISMS standard. The target group
of these requirements are the organisations responsible for ISMS standard development
and maintenance on the national level.

• Content module helps to get to know the standard usability and adaptability issues re-
lated to implementation barriers and complexity. Basic Controls and Levelled Controls
help to understand the implementation possibilities depending on the security needs.
Technology Dependence and Adaptability with National Needs describe the flexibility of
the standard controls. Risk Management Approach shows how risk management is in-
cluded in the standard or requires separate management. The target group of these
requirements are the organisations who have to implement the standard.

• Assessment module requires the monitoring and auditing capabilities to assess the or-
ganisation’s information security. The module characterises the needs and requirements
outside the public sector. It is necessary to consider the availability and cost of resources
like external certified auditors and audit bodies (target group of the module).

Each requirement received a unique ID (Nx, Cx or Ax) where x is a requirement sequence
number and letter corresponds to the module the requirement belongs to. The county code in
Table 1 shows the origin owners(s) of the requirement.
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Table 1. National cybersecurity strategy requirements for ISMS standards

Req
ID

Requirement Requirement description Country Code

National security module
N1 Developer and jurisdiction Standard should take into account EU and

NATO regulations.
FI, GR, LT, HR

N2 Development financing It should be possible to influence the devel-
opment of the standard by national author-
ity.

FI, GR, LT

N3 Licence conditions Standard should be freely available to all
national implementer.

FI, LT

N4 Language Standard should be available in national
language.

BE, GR, LT, LV

N5 Update cycle Standards should be improved continu-
ously/regularly.

BE, ES, GR, HR

Content module
C1 Scope Standard should be usable by pub-

lic/private sector organisations information
systems / processes / assets / critical in-
frastructure.

BE, CZ, ES, FI, GR,
LT, LV, PL, SK, HR

C2 ISMS compliance Standard should be compliant with interna-
tionally recognised standards / frameworks
/ best practices.

BE, CZ, ES, FI, FR,
GR, LT, HR

C3 Basic controls Standard should include basic/minimum
security controls/measures.

BE, CZ, ES, FI, GR,
LT, LV, PL, NL, HR

C4 Leveled controls It should be possible to implement the stan-
dard controls/measures depending on the
security level.

CZ, ES, FI, GR, LT,
LV, PL, HR

C5 Risk management ap-
proach

Standard should include risk management. BE, CZ, ES, GR, LT,
LV, SK, HR

C6 Technology dependence Standard should be technology-
independent.

PL

C7 Integrability of local needs It should be possible to adapt the standard
with the national technological needs.

GR, PL

C8 Controls approach It should be possible to change the content
of the standard by national authority.

FI, GR, LT, PL

Assessment module
A1 Auditability Standard implementations should be audit-

able/assessable.
BE, CZ, ES, FI, GR,
LV, PL, SK, HR, NL

A2 Certification Schema Standard should be certifiable for being in
compliance with recognized standards.

GR, PL, HR, NL
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Estonian case ISMS requirements. We elicited Estonian requirements to ISMS standard
from the Estonian Cybersecurity Strategy for 2019-2022 [17], the long-term Information Society
Development Plan of Estonia (IÜAK) [18], and new ISMS standard procurement document [19].
These sources take into account the requirements of information security regulations.

Identified Estonian requirements are sorted according to Table 1. The result is given in the
Table 3 columns ReqID and Estonian Requirements. Some of the identified Estonian require-
ments have been collected under same requirement ID, as their final objective is similar (e.g.
N4, C1, C2). Also, some are mentioned more than once under several requirements, because
they serve several goals (e.g., N2, C8 - one of them requires the possibility to make changes in
the standard, the other requires controls approach and flexibility to add national aspects).

3.2 ISMS Standards Comparison Example

By following the requirements in Table 1, we compared the three following ISMS standards:

• ISO27001 ISO/IEC 27001:2013 Information technology — Security techniques — Infor-
mation security management systems — Requirements [20], developed by international
level standardisation body and recognised globally.

• CIS20 CIS Controls v 7.1 [21], developed by industrial body, focuses only on information
security. CIS20 provides TOP 20 security measures for organisations.

• BSI ITG BSI IT-Grundschutz Kompendium [22], differs from previous standards by its in-
cluded threats, requirements and security controls catalogues. BSI ITG is known as a
baseline security framework which is developed by an EU member state national stan-
dardisation body.

Standards content comparison CIS20 has published separate web articles of CIS Mapping
and compliance to provide the control-by-control mappings to ISO27001, GDPR, and some
industry specific frameworks [24]. BSI has published the analysis of BSI Standards and Kom-
pendium compliance from the ISO27001 perspective [28]. These compliance confirmation
publications assert that through ISO27001 perspective, three comparable standards contents
cover the same security areas and are compliant to each other’s security objectives.

Standards comparison based on elicited requirements ISMS standards comparison re-
sults are presented in Table 2. The table gives a one-page overview of the similarities and
differences of standards.

As the standard-setting similarities, we point out that the ISO27001 requirements and se-
curity objectives are reflected in other standards (C2). The standards are, thus, consistent with
the security areas content. All three standards are intended to be used by a wide user com-
munity and do not impose restrictions to organisations by size, sectorality or industry field (C1).
The introduction of risk management is required by all standards (C5). For all standards, there
is one basic document supported by additional documents. It must be taken into account that
the implementer must have all documents available (to take into account the cost to transla-
tion, maintenance, license fees) (C8, N4, N3, N5). None of the standard imposes restrictions
on technologies directly (C6). An auditing and certification approach based on ISO27001 is
suitable for all standards (A1, A2).

When deciding about standards, however, differences between standards become critical.
For example, the chosen standards are part of different legal jurisdictions (N1) and there are
also different funding schemes (at the moment: global, US, EU) (N2). Often, just through
financing, it is possible to influence the content of the standards. This is important for na-
tional security considerations. The financing schemes of those three given standards differ by
financier (national bodies, donations or state government) (N2). From the public sector’s per-
spective, it could be a problem if the standard has a license fee (ISO27001) and is not freely
available (N3). To assess the standard dynamics or statics we can compare the update cycle
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Table 2. ISMS Standards Comparison

Req
ID

ISO27001 CIS20 BSI ITG

National security module
N1 International Standardisation

Organisation (Switzerland),
globally recognised

Centre for Internet Security (US
based non-profit organisation),
US industrial, wide adoption

Federal Office for Information Se-
curity (BSI) (Germany), German
national EU jurisdiction

N2 National bodies participate in
development and finance ISO.
Sale of standards. [25]

Contributors: US agencies,
commercial partners. Financ-
ing: donations, grants, paid
programs, product sales [26]

Publicly reviewed contributions.
Financing: German Gov.

N3 User based fee (also to trans-
lated versions)

Free for registered users, Cre-
ative Commons

Free download

N4 20+ languages English, Spanish, Italian,
Japanese, Lithuanian, Estonian

German, English

N5 5 year cycle No exact rule, expectation is
yearly update

Every February 1st

Content module
C1 No limitations No limitations No limitations
C2 Officially compliant with ISO/IEC

Management system standards,
Management system standards
adopted from Annex SL of
ISO/IEC Directives, Consoli-
dated ISO Supplement.

ISO 27001, NIST Framework
[23]

ISO 27001

C3 Requirements mandatory, ob-
jectives with justified exclusions

User profile Implementation
Group (IG) based basic require-
ments

Basic protection

C4 No Three IG based levels Standard and High level
C5 Mandatory. Guidelines:

ISO/IEC 27005, ISO 31000
Guidelines: CIS RAM, ISO
27005, NIST SP 800-39, RISK
IT (ISACA)

Embedded. Extension: BSI
Standard 200-3: Risk Manage-
ment

C6 No No User profile based technology
modules

C7 Through risk management, local
implementation

Through risk management, local
implementation

Through risk management, cen-
tral new technical modules devel-
opment. Process modules are
compliant to German regulations

C8 Control objectives (14) and con-
trols (114). Related: ISO27000
series (50+ standards). Impor-
tant: ISO/IEC 27000, ISO/IEC
27002, ISO/IEC 27003, ISO/IEC
27004, ISO/IEC 27005

Security mode: 3 Implementa-
tion Groups. Controls (20), sub-
controls (171). Related: CIS
Controls TM, CIS RAM

Security mode: Basic, Stan-
dard, Core. Security catalogue:
process and technical mod-
ules(5+5), Submodules (94),
1680+ requirements and mea-
sures in modules. Related:
IT-Grundschutz Compendium;
standards BSI 200-1, 200-2,200-
3; BSI 100-4

Assessment module
A1 External audit based on ISO

27007
Self-assessment or auditing
based on ISO27001 or other
standards

External audit

A2 Based on ISO 27006, ISO
27007, ISO 27008

No Based on ISO27001 require-
ments and BSI methodology
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of standards (N5).

Organisations have different security needs and they are looking for matching security levels
to optimise the security cost. So the organisations with lower security needs do not have to
implement all the high-level measures. CIS20 and BSI ITG provide leveled approach (C3, C4).
The volume of the guidance material can drive the usability of the standard (C8).

If ISO27001 and CIS20 are technology-free, then BSI ITG offers security measures suitable
for the most common technologies (C6). Everyone can propose suitable profiles for the BSI,
and if there exists a general approval, they will be integrated within a year into the composition
of standard catalogues (C7, N5).

To summarize our comparison, the decision-maker should understand the differences and
similarities of the standards, consider separately national security aspects (first module) and
standards’ content aspect (second module), and to weigh, how the auditing and certification
schemes (third module) could work, and which resources are needed.

Estonian case standards assessment. From the perspective of the Estonian ISMS standard
development it is important to compare the Estonian requirements with ISMS standards. In
Table 3 we align the Estonian ISMS standard requirements with the compliance assessment
to the three previously described ISMS standards (see Table 2). The qualitative sequence
method has been used for the assessment: the most suitable standard in compliance with
concrete Estonian requirement(s) is marked as “++”, suitable with some exclusions is marked
as “v” and not suitable is marked as “0”, N/A is marked as “-”. We used the assessment mark
“+” for interim cases of “++” and “v”. The result shows the differences between the standards
in the National security module in Table 3. In the Content module the BSI ITG stands out with
its positive results. In Estonian case the Assessment Module probably could not influence too
much the decision making. The case shows that for Estonian public sector organisations, the
most suitable standard to use is BSI ITG based standard.

4 Limitation and Conclusion

We investigated the national cybersecurity strategies and their implementation plans for re-
quirements elicitation in their original languages using the Google Translate application (when
needed). We avoided the progressing of the errors caused by machine translation by including
the requirement in case ambiguity only if it appeared in both sources.

Second aspect to mention is that the national cybersecurity strategies are written in different
detail and maturity levels. For example, the Greek documents covered 14 requirements out of
15, while we found only one requirement for the French public sector security. In order to bring
the elicited requirements to the same maturity level, we ruled out very specific requirements
for security measures and generalised them under Requirement ID C7. Also, the requirements
are not with equal importance to national states. We suggest to assess them in the context of
national objectives.

In the study, we elicited the ISMS requirements for public sector organisations in a form that
supports reuse of the structured requirements. We used the structure of elicited requirements
to compare three ISMS standards. In the example of the Estonian case, we showed how to
compare requirements and standards. The result could be useful for small national states
which wish to use the experiences and existing ISMS standards of other countries to develop
their information security measures.

During the study, we perceived that all EU countries are simultaneously developing their
standards or frameworks. Our working group came to the same conclusion with the ENISA
report [13]. Hence the ENISA or other EU organisation could develop a central framework or
baseline for public sector organisations security management, and each country could adapt
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Table 3. ISO27001, CIS20 and BSI ITG standards assessment based on requirements to
Estonian ISMS standard
(Notation: “++” - most suitable; “v” - suitable with some exclusions; “0” - not suitable; “-” - N/A; “+” - interim cases of “++” and “v”)

Req
ID

Estonian Requirements ISO27001 CIS20 BSI ITG

National security module
N1 Standard should enable the baseline security to fulfil requirements

of national and international regulations like GDPR, NIS-directive,
etc. [17].

v 0 +

N2 Standard should be flexible enough to add national content, mea-
sures or modules [19].

v v +

N3 Standard should be available free of charge [19]. 0 + ++
N4 The standards must transfer Estonian language and culture, i.e.

be in correct language, terminologically validated and compiled
for Estonians [17]. Correct language and consistent terminology
should be used and validated [19].

++ v 0

N5 Standard should be updated regularly/yearly [19, 17]. v v ++
Content module
C1 Information security should be integrated widely in all type of or-

ganisations and their processes [17]. Standard should be extend-
able for all public administration and industry organisations [17].
Standard should support public sector business processes [19].

++ ++ ++

C2 Standard should be based on an European or internationally
recognised standards and practices [17, 6]. In case of a trans-
lation adoption, the standard should retain the connections with
original document sets [19].

+ v ++

C3 Standard should help optimising risk management by providing
predefined measures for typical solutions [19].

0 v ++

C4 Implementation process should enable levels of implementations
- the base implementation and advanced levels based on security
requirements [19].

0 + ++

C5 Standard should use and adopt risk based approach for informa-
tion and network security management [17].

++ ++ ++

C6 All technologies should be given equal opportunities regardless of
the platform [17].

++ ++ +

C7 The obligation to use Estonian based technological solutions.
Therefore, the standards must enable and propagate the use of
X-tee and Estonian public key infrastructure (PKI) solutions. [19]

+ + v

C8 Standard should be flexible enough to add national content, mea-
sures or modules [19].

0 0 +

Assessment module
A1 Standard should allow audit-ability [19]. ++ v ++
A2 - - - -
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them to their national regulations.
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